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. BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT iy VOCA'TIONAL EDUCATION LABORATORIES

Like all teachers, vocational education Anstructors are faced

with the pr'oblem of maintaining aPpropriate behavior in their

classrooms. ' StudentmisbehaVor whish is annoying or disruptive

in an academic class can be very dangerous in a vocational setting

where realistic dangers, such as power tools, require close

supervision:

Typically, secondary teachers, including vocational education

teachers, receive little or no training in behlOor management as

a part of their preparation in college for teaching. In addition,

the frequerigy and severity of beh'ivior problems in school seems to

be on the' increase. There is some argument .whether this

phenomenon merely feflects better reporting methods or a real

ctiange in stucient behaviOr. Educational.writers paint to.a number

of factors' Which explhin the increase .in maladaptive student

behavior. Some reasons offered include: a general erosion or
0

respect for adultjauthority, the instability oi earfy adulthood

roles, the lengthening of adolescence and dependence of adults,

changes in child, rearing practices', societal. discord and the
v.

breakdown 'of the7/ family, marital conflict, and the deleterious:

. effects of television shoWs and films which teach values

'inconsistent with the traditional teacher-student relationship.

The' passage of federal legislation 'requiring

. mainstreaming--the education of handicapped student's in the "least .

restrictive 'environment" appropriate t'd 'their needs, has resulted

;
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in the placqment of some students in public schoOls Who, in the.

past, would have been excluded or placed .in special schools '

becaUse of their tehavior (Walker, 1979). Itus the vocational

instructor .is faced with the.problems of-pYovidZ4 an effective,

safe, educational environment foe all,students, including some who.

may have been excluded in the past due to their misbehavidr.

TYPES OF VOPATIONAL EDUCATION'IABORATMIIES

Befo.re consblering some Specific, behavior management

techniques, vocational education teacher; should be aware-of the

fact taat all vocational education ,lab8 are not the'samer and'

thus, ma/ require different 4echniques for effective beha*vior

management. Vocational education labs can beigategorized into ew0

major types (1) active labs and (2) passive labs. Ac.tiie
9

vocatronal,eduoation labs are.those that "relgoireq the studehts to

move ,throughout ,thrp lab' and use several different p4eces of

equipment and/or work stations, e.g, maChine ool leW, food

service ,lab. Passive vocational educatioa labs are'those that

more .closely simulate a ttaditional classro6.kr1 wh re the itypits

femain at one work station for most of the time, e.g., drafting

lab, electronics slab, word iirocessing lab: Obvionly, whether a

considered "active" or' "passive" is rkative and w11,1

depend .on the insfruclion01 progrsm.of the te cher. Tn

Lece 0\3e-; a trudition41 "passive" lab will become."'acti e" due to

%nw activittes lor a unit of Instruction. The everse is

-!;).1stblo..

VjQat:on41 edueattom teachers shoold realize that students,

I
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probably will act, and react, differently ih the dffferent types

of .labs. For example, a student who has -some hyperactive

tendencies could be a real discipline problem in a passive lab

where he/she is requiredto sit/work at one statidn. This same

student may present 'no major behalkior management pioblems in an

active lab where the student is free to move around the lab and

work at several work ltations. Therefore, just because a student

presents discipline problems in one vocational education setting

does not automatically mean that the behavior will transfer,to all

other vocational edUcation settings or instructional formats.

q Each student should be evaluated_for discipline concerns for

each clase/aetting. Often, vogational education claeses will

,start with passive learning activities, e.g., drafiing, safety,

terminology 'and other "seat" work. The intent is to prepare the

student for the "active" learning experiences. However, for

behaviorally hanjicapped students who have difficulty learnipg in
,

passive .settings, this instruptional fogmat may bring.out their
.

worst behavior. Once a'behavior TrobleM is presented in a passive

setting, the student pay not be allowed to participate in "active"

experiences eventhough the 'student raight perform well in the

active setting. Therefore,w'the teacher should Femafh aware of

these differences 'and_ should not pre-ludge.handicapped students

, and automatieally clast7fty, fhem as disciPline problems. Also,

learni4 experiences should e correlatvi. with the; learning

style/behavioral characteristi c s o f eacil student.

a.*
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TOOL$ OF BEHAVIOR HNHAGEMENT

One of the mOst effective tools teachers can employ to manage

student behsNiaP is "applied behbtor Snalysis" (ABA). Wallace

and Kauffman /1978) 'detines aiplied behavior analysis'as "any

systematic arrangeMent ,of environmqntal events which produces a

specifc change in observable behavior" (p.17)% Thedemphasis

this approach is on observable and measurable behavior, rather,

A student's feelings

in the ABA approach

than on inner state.or' personality traits;

or at-titudes. are ,not directly /addressed

because they can...only be inferred by the behavior.the-student

exhibits. Hy f nolcusing o objective behaviors, the teacher is in a
.

position to directly change those behaviors which are interfering

with instruction or those which must be strengthened in order to

maximize student performance.

The careful reader'may have noticed that

`..
was used in theModification" not

termidology has been avOlded because

the term 4behav1or,

ThiS
- /

misconceptions,a d

i

above discussion.

SO many

misunderstandings ha' nve irow up around"the use of "behavior mo d ".

The use oil the term often alienates-educatoss who were falsely
. -

led, to believe that behaviqr modtfication would quickly solve all

of their behavior management problems with a minimum of effort.

Also, some educators object to, the use of behavioral toechniques

because they.think students should perform ih the elastrOom simply

beduse it is expected. ThfS attitude ignores the fact that

school Is not a pleasant icntrinsically rewarding experience tor

many students, Fknally, the "bribery" issue often is raised as an

;
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objection to the use of behavior modification. There aretwo

anewers to this criti6ism. First of all,cin the "real world"*

behavior' is often rewarded with material or social

reinforcers--such as a payc'hebk or a supervisor's praise for a job

well done. Second,_ and' this relates 'to ti*.use of the term'

"applied behavior analysis" in the present paper, the,use of

consequences for behavior is only a part of the behavioral

technique. To be effective, behavior management must also deal

with antecedents and the beharfor ItsSi. Together, these three
4

aspects--antecedents, behavior, and consequences--have been

referred to as the ABC's of behavior modifAcation.li'

The overemphaeis on consequences in the popular view of
.

behat,ior modification has obscured the value of Observing and

maniimaating the antecedents .91. behavior--those elements in the'

environment which licit and maintain behaviors. Sometimes

problems in, the classroom can be attributed to the physical'

environment, including such factors as the seating arrangement,

surrounding .objects,' active or passive na'ture of the program, or

the lesson ptself. EVery,teacher should, be se'lf critical; th.at

is, should constantly step back and oblectively"observe the vain..

of one's own teaching hods, P,rhaps the curriculum itsolr

needs revision. S times the students' behavior ts n sien

dielAterest which is a legitimate reault of uninspired tonohine

that has little apparent relevance to *the world of work.

Setting Rules
.

6110 of the. most Important aeteceniont mlnavantions is I-110

I

Th
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establishitent of rulee of conduct in the classroodi and vocational .

education laboratory. Students will test to find the limitS of

the teacher's torprance without clearly stated expectations. That

is not to say that rules alone will preclude dieruptIve

behaviorin fact, some students will test to see if the rules

(and stated consequences) are really ih effect. It is important

to 'swiftly and consistently discipline rule breakers at the first

opportunity. 'The effect on the rest of the class will be dramitic

and perVasive.

' When constructing a list of rules, it is a go'ddtidea to keep

them positive and Simple. It is more effective to tell ettidents

what you want them to do rather than what you do not wilnt them to

do. Setting rules entails more 'hen just the laboratory safety

rules. Salety rules should be incusied in'the rules that are set

for the overall operation and management of the vocational

education program.

Discipline

Many peopleequate discipline with punishment. In fact, the

use of punishment is only one small part of a comprehensive

discipline p1j14. punishment, in behavioral terms, has A specific

4'
definition +Mich will, be discussed later., Webstees New

,

Dictionary (1480) djines "'discipline" in this contex.t1 ad.

"train_ing that develops sel'f-control, character, or readiness'and

effLotency". It is not until the fifth definition that punishmeni

,i; mentLUned.

11 e'fective diadipline plan has a number of characteristics.

;tootle.; the,:o eharackeristics are:

/
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1i. It is planful. A pnogiam Of discipline is
well thought Olt, planned, and not merely%
reactionary.,

2. It is systematic. Procedures are established
and fol;lowed which haye pi:oven effective.

3. It is, environmental. That is, it generalizes
adrose settings and individuals. It is mot
depehdent ,upon the presence of a certain
individual to be effective.

4. It is aware of antecedent and .conseguent
events. It does not view behavior in

isolation, but* recognizes that,what happens
before (curriculum, environmtnt, modelfng,
materials) and after (R+, R-, punishment) will
affect the likelihood or probability of,that
behavior bccurring again.

,5. It is in the best interest of the individual.
%Punishment, for example should not ,be
tidministefed for the benefit or the teacher,
but in an attempt, tn. eliminate behavior, which
-is detrimental to the sfudent and/or others in
the class.

6. It is designed to ultimejtely ,foster
independent selfcontrol.

Behavior mantigement in any setting, including the vocational,

eduoation laboratory, essentially consists of increasing the

'
incidences of some behaviors and decreasing the incidencel of

others. Which behaviors are to be encouraged, and', which

discouraged is to gome extent specific to the situation. Put in

general, it caul be saTd that behavior which enhances leRrninp,*

promotee .good 41nterpersonal relations Rna does nOt ;violate the

. .

rights of others is desired over behaviors which are counter to

%these pals.

Positive Reinforcement

4ncreasing behaviora cSn, be ancomplished throuph

.reinforcement and modeling. There are two.types ,orre,inforcrtnent:

1 U



' positive and negative. It ie said that positive reinforcement is

in operation when con,eTwnces following a 'behavior result in an

increase in the behdliur. Putting it another. wsy, a:Positive

reinforcer is something which increases the' probability of the

re-occurrence of a behavior.
-

There are many ways to categorize i.einforcement. One way is

tO talk of primary, tangible, tqken aCtivity :or social

reinforcers: Primary reinforcers are edibles or otherc.items which

iare inhereltly reinforcitng. Training is not necejesary to teach

he value af the prima;y reinforcer to de student. rh behavioral

, primary reinforcer0..are also called "unconditiened"

rei forcers because their value is not something 'which needs to

"condit-ionedr.

Tangible reinforcers are concrete objects which can be'

offered in a reinforcement situation. -Por example, high school
A

'students may valRe items such ss t-shirts, posters, records, wood

or tools. These items may serve as reinforcsrs to them. Thit

approach may be expens.ive, but it is,very effective,jf the proper

reinforcement i7 chbsen. Tokens or points are-dYten used to earn

utter reinforcers such as tangible ones. &it sometimes, points

alone can be p sitively 1-sinforcing, especialli if they are

di-splayed public Ily qr some sort of recognition is given for the

accuilulation of p ints.

A "token e onomy"' is a 'full scate program whiOh has been

..A167wn to be .ver valuable in insti.tutionaf abd/Or special class
.

,.ttings Cor mann ing behavior. It utilizes "tokens" that can be

"eurle.d" rir oprlatO behavior. 7he tokens can be:exchangSd

8
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for. priv-ileges or msother ite of value to the student. Money
* .

earned on the job and exchanged for goods and services is aW

exalile of tokens that are used in our society. However, it:

generillly itL, very difficult to arrange a token econothy and

maintain consistenCy. Much training and experience are necessary

for a tOken economy_to 'work effectively in managing,behavior. It

IS not 'something tha4 'the regular clasp teacher can expect to

institute and maintain withoe.t outside help.

In effect,, points foe grees are a form of tokeOts, but their

positive reinforcing value is only there if the student In fact

values grades. This valbe is not always'the case.

Activily reinforcers are tose that provide access to

.activities co4ingent on behavior.. Some activVties which are

often offer'ed as reinforc:ers arc free time in the vocational

education lab, field,.trips, access to parts of the laboewt.orv

which hall in them activities desirable to the student, washroom

breakse etc. Often activities are used as backups for token or

point systems. The use of activities as reinforcers has been

referred to as the "Premack Principle" also known euphemiAtically

as "grandma's 14". The Premack Principle states thn sccess..fo

high, probabiliqy behavi.ors 44 contingent on occurrence of low

probability behaviors. In other words, the student eurns

.right to do something.that he/she would be likely to do on

own .by doing something the teacher would like him/her tn di

It is very commonly used by parents in raising children, -i'you mly

eat your Aessert when- you clean your plate% Tn varl.tionyl

education, 4teachers often say "you can Work 1n.the 1lb Olos v11

complete vol4 homework".
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a
Sooial responses, primarily' praise,' are Commonly used as ,

. reinforcers. The proh'iem with.sociafereinforcerti is that they are.:

often given non-contingently. That ie, tAchers provide 8ocial-7

reg-M--cement when stgdent bedavio? may not wdrrant it. There are
4

. ..--

many types of social reinforcers. Martin and Lauridsen (1974)

10

.I 1

have" broken "'down social reinforcers into verbal and non-verbal
-

''reinforcers. erba1 reinforcers Include:
e

,

1 teacher coMments received as ptai8e,7written
4 . and cilia statements, sentences, words;

2., engaging in a conversation en-joyable to t'he
stylient about personal, interests or-
expericalces;

3. a,knowledging- thestudent in the hall or on
the street, maintaining 'a persdnal
relationshivwith a mtudent;

4. offering help in a pleasant tone of voice;

.,Y.Osalling on Oudents using phrases amt names;

5. using 'student's ,names in funny stories or
anecdotes told to the class;

7. sending home Iregular lette-rs, notes, and
asking parents.to react gith additional social
refnforcers in the home-setting.

,aome non-Verbal rel'nforce'rs that Marti,n and Lauridsen (1974)
0

discuss are:

eye cOntaci wiith the student when the student
desiresieye Contact;

2. a handshAke or, handclap as A greeting oh
tcknowledgment of good performance;

3. VIgging, holding an arm lightly or an arm
,lightly around theneck;

4. standing close,to student4 during.class;
.

4,
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.- S. esoteric Signals between . teachers and
,individual students or,' groups to signify a ,

favorable outcome, the, commonly _Jused .

e
and thumb together 0 OK o$ good

'job, for
,

4 . facial' expressioni which are nonthreatening
and even exaggeratedly open or inviting.

-Social reinforcers can be very valuable with high schoo/

e studentS. But teachers must be sensitive to the needs of

' adolescents, and 'of course, understand which of these are

appropriate' in which settings. '

To -summarize then, positive reinforcement seel& to increase

the probability of the ,o4trence of a,behavior. An important

point to remember , when thinking of using positiye reinforicement
!

for the maliagemen of,behavior is that the reinforcement must be
'4 .

,

perceived as such by the .student, for, it to be , A positive

reinforcer. If.the student dOes not wish to be "acknowledged by a

teacher, in the ha4wayd/ it would not Serve as an appropriate

positive reinforcer. There is,' in fact, no universal reward or
A

punishment, but each type of 4reinforcer, social, verbal, and

nonverbal exists ab a reinforcer Only in its relationship to the`

individual. Primary reimforcers, such as food, Aay be close to

. universal, but they are as close as any reinforcer Can possibly.

'be.

o.

Contingency Contl.acting

The Premack PrinciPle, as stated earlier, T:efers to a, hiph

probability behavior employed -to ..develop or maintAin A low '

probability behavior. IQ other words, iryou do X., then yon mny

do Y. One application pf the Premack Principle is the. c,on,tinpen.y

1
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contract. The tontingency contract has, great utility with

, adolescent students .and is 'an e'Specrally useful method when

working with., adolescents for whom other methods have not

succeeded. Homme (1970) has written extensively about, the topic

of Contingency coniracting with students. Homme explains that

contingency contracting is based on two underlying principles of

human behavior, 1) a desired behavior is likely to occur if it is

followed by Slime kind of reward each' time it occurs, i.e , a

pogitive reinforcement, and 2) students leain more willingly a

, _satisfactorily, if the'framework within which learning takes.place

has been putually agved upon bajween teacher and student. .In

effect, contingency contractiing is a foiaialized use of the ,Premack

Principle. Homme (1970) lists a number of rules or the effective

use of contingency contracting:

1. The contract payoff, i.e., the reward, should
be immediate-

-2. Initiaa contrag .,should cail for and rewitrd
small ,Ipproximat ifis (known as shaping in
behavioral , terms, ' rewarding
approximations of the desired behavior and
then as time. goes by, reqUiring closer and
closer approximations for reinforcement to
occur).

3.' Rewards shoul d'be frequent and small at fir st,.
In other wo.rds, if the time between
reinforcements is 'too long, 1110' if the rewards
ere too large or too great, 4't isn't,likely
that the contract will be successful.

4. The contract should call for and reward A

accomplishment rather than obedience.

5. The performance should be rewarded after it
Occur4 not after a promise of performahce.

h. The contra'ci should.be fair, that is, .the task
and reward should be of roughly equivalent.

This part of the contingencY

,}
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contracting model is probably the 'most
complix. It is at this step that negotiation
between the contracting 'parties (the student,
the /teacher, the parents, and other school
personnel) comes into play.

7. The termi of the contract must
must be wriotten out.

8. The contract must be honest,
carried out immediately according
stated in the contfact.

9.. The contract must be positively stated in
terms of what to do, n61 what Aot.to do, and.
must avoid the Awe of threats and punishment.

10. The oontrecting . method muat be used
systematically, and the rules must be in

effect At ala times.

be clear,and

and must be
to the terms

4Homme also states that a contingency contract should, contain

cer1a1n elements if it, le to be effective. In the interest of

fairness and clarity, the contingency contract should specify:,

1.. What--exactly what it is 'the student must.do?
PUT.- example, a contract wfiich stated that the
student should 'work in class everyday%is
open to interpretation. A better contract
Would defipe work in .objective terms. For
example, "the student wil4 complete at least
three welds each day".

2. When--prediselY at what time the task is to be
completed ahd what are the tlme lfmite?

3. 'Where-at what location is the essfgned task_
T6-U6 completed?

A,

4. How--with what materials, tools, aseistante _is
"En-task to be,completed?

5. How Much--precisely how
ilii8t71-6-completed?

many projects or tasks

,

6. How Well--what are the 'criteria, for
iliEcessraty completing the task?

Contingency, contracting may be arranged between ,teaCher nnd

parent; parent, teacher, nd student; parent and student; or tho,
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. ,

,Audent by him/herself. It may be usef4 to begin with much input

from the special education teachet and parents 'regarding

expectations and consequences. Then allow more and more student

input, thus1 the responsibrray for planning and carrying out the
'...,

plan eventually becomes the student's.

Negative Reinforcement
'

A second type of reinforcement 4s negative reinforcement.

Negative reinforcemeat ,is not the samt as punishment. There 11'4

often much cOnfusion between the two but'it is easy to remember if
-4

it is kept in mind that reinforcem.,ent always increases the

probability of the occurrence of= a behavioi. Negative

r4inforcement is in operation when ,'foliowing a behavior, oa

stimaulus or situatinn is removed. The result is an increase in

the likelihood of that bell'avior occurring ,again. Wegative

reinfercement is less 'commonly Used as a control technique, bUt it

'r
occurs in the natural environment all.of the time. For exabiple,_

the t'eacher who allows stuamts to forgo an 'assignment by

completing other assignments, is using negative reinforcement'.

Another use of negative r'éinforcement is to ann./ btudents to earn

free time at the e. nd.of class providing work is finished earlier.

ode.1fAii

Another means to increase student perfbrmance i through.the

use of modeling. Aodeling recers to the.demonstration of an

activity by A competent person. The modeling may ba accomplished
,

simply by. visual obaervation. Research htis shown that modeling
,

1, powerful .effect on the behavior of other individuals who

ibst.,rve, the modeling as well'as on the individual for whom,the

N
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velnavior is being demonstrated. Vocational teachers commonly use'

modeling in their classrooms especial* when teEiching- new

operations, through demonstation. Modeling is often used with

,

positive reinforcement, etpecially social reinforcement or praise.

A student who is closely approximating the desired behav7 should

be encouraged and perhaps minor adjustments made through the se

.0(

vof hands-on gulded modeling to closer approiin;ate the d sired

behavior.
_

Extinction

'Positive reinforcement, negat ve reinforcement and,modelifg

are used to increase .behaviors. Often in vocational education
,r

ldbs, there are disruptive and/or.dangerous behaviors ihat need to

be decreased. One 'means to decrease behavior is extinction.

,Extinctieni refers .to the withdrawal of reinforcement following a

behavior, that is, when a behavior which was previously.reinforced

is no longer, reinforced, the probability of its reoccurrenc'e

declines. Extinction does, not take effect 'imMediately. When

using extinction by withdrawing reinforcement, it is important to

realize that there may'be atPimmediate short-lived 'in.?roaso in the

behavidr , probably because the studenti is still seekinii

,lomething which in,the paut was reinforced. Pm.

example, a teacher may, think "thab by. ,verqially critioi4hp n

student ii class he/She is punihing that student and wit.) likely

decrease ,the student's talking out. in reality, ihe toneher -nay

.1

be reihforcing the behavior in an attempt to- de,7rense the

AP
referring to the student and just ignore the.liOrillrilrr-. rir

.talkouts. To extingUish this behavior, the'teacher nI t

je.
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while, the student may become more disruptive to attempt to obtain
,

$reipforcement for behavior from the teacher.

/Punishment

'ExtinCtion can be used and has,been proven effective for

decreasing many tYpes of behaviors. Extinction, however, is not_
,

approprtate ;when one wishes to ,quickly eliminate dangerous
- .

Claseroom/laboratory behavior or behavior which BO seriously

disturbs the educational process that_the rights of other students
-

are . being violated. To quickly eliminate a behavior, tt may be

necessary to tale punishment. Punishment, in behavioral terms,

refers to the application of an aversive stimulus following a

behavior. The stimglus must reduce the probability of .that

.behavior occurring 'again to beproperfy termed punishment. Thus,

like reinforcement there is no universal unishment. Something

which is ret1re44ered .a punishment b teacher may. not be
.

perceivRd as . a punishment by the student. The example used

earlier of veithal reprimand ,before a class may be' seen as

punishment .by the fteacher, but in fact, may be posttive

reinforcement, for the 'student. ?unishment does not connote'

physlcal. pain or some 'sort of very complex and, serious ,

consequence. There are a number of minor punishmenfs which can be

'used _in the classroom. MarAin.and Lekuritisen,(1974) give some

examples of.minor punishment; which may be useful:

1. 'Warning 'cues, preferably non-ver61. There
should be .only one warping and the less seen
by . the rest of- the cla8a, the better. If
complaints occur, then social teintorcement
such as stfAed above shoutd follow. Another
word'for these .are'soft repeimands.

,19
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2. If it ie ileceseaj k. to reprimand a sthdent, it
is much more desiyable to have a private

conversation. This conversation should be an
aVersive situation for the student and not a
friendly banter. When reprimanding a st
alone, the problem of positive reinforcjilaltl.',

that is, making an example of the student in
'front' of 'his peers, 'does not enter the

picture. When using a private cOnversation,
the teacher should express disapproval, tell
the student what behavior is expected, allow
the student to respond, and make modiftfcetions
based on information the student may give the
teacher. powever, the teacher, shouldnbtget
into an argumentawith the studentthis action
would be cOunter-productive.- By setting up
the student in an argument situation,a the
teacher is in effeet, backing the student into
a corner, and the student would seek some way
to save face.

3. Time-out is.14.third minor.punleTiment suggested
by Martin and, Lauridsen (1974). Time-out -

refers to the removal of an individual from a.
reinforcing situatibn. This method is very
Commonly used by teachers. Sending student
mit in the hall may be considered time-out.
Sending a student to the administrative office
may be considered time-out. Also, sending the
student out of the'vocational educatfon lab

can be 'Considered tithe-out. The important
point with time-out is that the student must
be eent to a non-reinforcing area. ASendinia a.
student from a shop class to the deen's4oftFce
that is the onlY air cofiditioned room in the .

school is probably not time-out. %hemembei. if

tithe-out is 'to be" considered ,a form Of
punishment, then 'it must be'llicely to decrease
the probability of a behavior occurribg°'a

.and -who' repeatedly conttnties to hehive
inappropriately in the vocational" education

lab/classrooth is .probably not being punishedi
by.thOse'trips to the office.

, .

Another form of punishment 1;3' the cost cnttngencY,
°

cOntingency refers, to the loss of privtlegea PreviouslY earned. .

Cost: contingency .is. often used within the context .of token

. ,

eCenomies where points meY not only be earned, butalso lost'for
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inapprbsriate bellavior. ThUs, the purchasing power, so to speak,

of the Individual is decreased by inappropriate behayior.

Punishment is a. very xontroversial area. There is concern

about any potehtial side effects of punishment add the'possibility,

.that the person being punished will respond in aggressive terms

toward the individual administering the- punishment. But

certain guidelines and proCedures are Ic'ept in mind., ahelf it is

made ,clear from the outset that the punishment rs a direct
1P1

consequence of the Student's behavior these concerns are likely to

be minimized. By setting _rtiVes earlier, the consequences for

inapprdpriate behaviorean be depersonazed. The student can be

told and in fact the student may perceive that his own misbehavior

has eatned him/her the punishment and it is not a personal

vendetta of the teacher toward the individual atudent.

Herron and Harris (1982) .have listed some limitations of, and

recomffiended procedures for, the use of pmn4-ahment. These

limitations include:

1. Punishment must be aversive. If there are
other sources of reinforcement in,. the
eAvironment for the behavior; then the
individual teachses punishment ;may not be
effect/tie. If the motivation to perform the
unished'ipehavior is- there ap well as the

opportunityt, it is still likely thst the
inappropriate behavior will occur again.

2. If a. teacher uses'a punishment-technique to
remove an .aVersive Stimulus, for example a
noisy classroom, ahroi if in fact the noise doee' .

subside ',the teacher may hS. negatively
reinforcing him or hersqlf. Thln..is sort of
the insidious or negatiye side,of negative
rei,nforcement.° FQT example, if yellinglt.ft
class quiet!: studehts, th: teacher is lrely
to'u-se-th.is met.hod again fn the fqture. While
the immediate effect This one of stopping the,
inappropriate behavior, in the long run, it is

1
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not an effeative or* useful technique -4'or
maintaining an appropriate classrogm
relationship between-the teacher and among the
students.

3. Punishment may produce* sideeffectb,such as
aggression, escapeA or avoidanca. If the'

students perceive the classroOm as a place
where punishment ifs likely to occur, 'then the
whole sdtting of the classroom may become so
aversive that students are likely to svoid
that setting. This effect translates into
tardiness and truancy.

4. Punishment may groduce spillover effects.
Students vho observe another student being
punished may also be adversely affected by the
punishment addeessed towaFds the target
students. One of the major, problems of .

putkishakent is that it does not ,tell, the
stuaent what to do, it only tells the student
what not to do. It is important' when using
'punishment to clarify behavioTal expectations
as well as making clear that the behavior
.being punished id 'not acceptable. If ,thipis
not done, punishment will.simply reduce all
behaviors, n a cjassroom including ones which
may be desired. .

Herron and Harris.(1982) also give sate procedures when using

punishment. Tliey suggest:

1. Vary the types of punishments that are Used.
If the_ same -.punishment is used repeatedly,
Students .. may become saturated or used to the
'punishmeht and ,may . come to view it as a

naturally occurring characteristic of the

environment. As stated earlier, this'is not
' likely to enhance the learning situation:

The punisheent must be , intense ,enough or
aversive enough to suppress the behavior. Put

it- is not useful to gradually increase th,t
Intensity of the punishment because A stadAnt 4
may simply develop a tolerance, for that

punishment. In tkat. case, 'the puniAhment ;
loses it effect: It is difficult to determiaA

-at the outset how severe'a punishment should-
.be so .that it, does in fact aliminate the
behavior but is not so aversive that eoap .. or

avoidance techniques will , be used hy.

student.

6
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. /

3. .'Punishaent deliWired, at the betinni/ng of a
sequence of ,disruptive or inapgropriate
behavior is/ more useful than punishment'
delivered at the end of the aequence. In
colloquial terms, it is best to nip /the
pehavior in the bud rather than to caych a
student after the behavior has-run its course
and then apply a puniehment.

-

SUMMARY

_In summary,/ the following,basic princtp es of beheilor are

.premented. Vocational education teachersi/ need to have a basic

understanding of human 'behavior to effectively manage student

learning Mftd:behavior in the vocational education laboratdry.,

1. Behavior is_somp specific human activity that '
4 can be seen.

d

2. the probability that a 1Ahav1or ill 'be
-repeated is strongly influenced y what
happens immediately after it occurs.

3. Reinforcement ahould ,follow the behavior as,
quickly as 'possible if the behavior is
desirable.

,ct -

4. Reinforcement !should be of value to the person
'receiving it. If ito is riot of.value, it
,cannot be called a reinforcer. 4 , . , -

. . ,
.1 5. Reinforcers can be intrinsic (learning to

talk) or extrinsic (arranged.by othe)s).

i. In the real world,' reinforcement doein't
always follow performance; rather, it is
ntermittept &na e aye .

Vt. Behavior is also influenced hy hegative
reinfordement, the removal of soMething
unpleasant (negative reinforcement and
punishment are mbt synonymous). . Negat4ve
reinforcement is powerful and can he,a factor
in the formatton Of maladaptiVe patterns of

. ,

hehaviOr.

8. Puntahment exists in the real world. Oeedback
from the envinonment whioh is aversive and
therefore reducea the probability' of a

hehavlor occurring is punishment.- Also,.a.

23
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al response in the real world
(e inction) also reduces the probability of a
behavior reoccurriag (Martin and Lauridsen,
1974).

The "laws" of behaViox are in operation whether teachers are ..

aware of them or not. Positivd reinforcement; punishment, and

negative reinforcement occur every.day, in the classroom. Behavlor

management is simply an attempt to knOwingly.apply these laws for

Os benefit of the yoUth we teach.

The following tips tor working with^students with behavioxl

sroblems, are also presented to give the vocaLional eduCation

teacher some assistance in managing behavior.
,

1. Soparate the behavior from ths'behaver. Make
it clear that.while- you accept the student as
a person, you cannot accept Vs alTior which

:violatss rules.

2. High expectations and clearly staidished
limits are the Mostamportant pr equisites
for poditive social and academic beh,vior.

3. Praise and encOuragement Are not equivalent.
Encouragement is always ,useful; praAse can
have a negative .effect if it is not.sincere
and deserved.

4. Students in stressful situations tend to .

create, the same feelings in the adults aroUtid,-'
them. Therefore, be aware of and accept your
own feelings when dealing with crises.

5. It ie usually best to ignore negative behavior
and attend to Positive behavior.

6. Verbal exchanges with Ptudentd, especially
those before an audisnCe of their peers, serve
only to reinforce the behavior yop are seeking
te change.

, 7. Behaviors learned in 14 years are not likely
to be eliminated in one week.

8. Reinforcement (rewarde) can be described'as
"effective only if they .incpase the frequency
or Intensity or the behaviot'they are designed
to enhance.
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9. Punishment can be described as effective only
if it decreases the'frequency or intensity of
the.behavior it.is designed to eltminate.

if

1

,

A
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APPENDLX A
Behavioral Self Evaluation

This instrument is designed to assist'fhe vocational education.

teacher ih evaluating his/her methods for managing behavior.

1. Name'three'beha4iors Which interfere with your teaching, or id
other words, cause you toiatop and address the problem.

How do you ueually deal witt such.behavior.

3. Is your method effective? That is, doee the behavior stop?

4. How and how often do you provide positive feedback to

04 studests? 103 yau let students know when they are meeting or
111k.exoeeding eppec4tAons.

Nie

5. How and how often do you give negative feedback? Do you ever
use hostile or sarcastic remarks?:

6. Do you set expectations (rules), at" the beginning of the
semester?

7. Do you negotiate with students who have broken' your ru1es9

8. Do you use warn1ng6 or threats .often? Do you exAleitly
follow through when you make them?

9. What causes you to:....'11,o8e control"? What types of behavior
under what conditions Infuriate you to the eXterirtha.t you
react rather than act9

'
Tha .4

,*$
1.111

'
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APPENDIX B
pteps Por Imaesenting A Behavioral 5trategy

I. Identify I ' significant behav'ior problem and describe it in
observable and measurable terms. Sighificant means frequent
enoUgh and serlous enough to warrpnt intervention.

2. Accurately measure the incidence of the behavior-for several
days. Do not change Your'Usual way of handling the problem.
This can be either, a frequency (number of,times per time
period) or duration measureA (% of time in a given time
period). ,Chart, graph or othefwise record this data.

Analyze ,the conditions'under.which the behavior occurs. This
includes the environmental factors befofe (antecedents) and
after (consequences) the, behavior. Remember, the teaCher is
the single most ,important component of a classroom
environment.

4. Choose a goal--reduction of maladaptive behavlor to a specific
level or an inerease of desirable behavior. It helps if the
,behavior you are seeking to increase is incompatible with
bellevior you are trying to ,reduce. (por example, in seat7vs.
out of seat).

,

,5. Choose your strategy, It may include positive or negative
,reinforcement, extinction or . punishment. Positive

reinforcement can .be social (verbal or non-verbal cues) o'r
non-sodial (grades, points, free time, Checks, etc.). As Much

as possible, involve the students, parents or others in this
Choice of strategy. Contingency.contracting is one means of
inv6lvin8 the student.'

6. If you chodse punishment, be sure it is truly aversive to the
student, consistent and in the student's best interest. The
key is that punisheynt shourd be a planful'actiolg, notdil
reaction to your lods'of control.

7. When implementing the strategy, be sure other rewards and
punishments naturally occurring in the environment are not
ignored. Neutralize them,as much ad possible. (For example,

another staff persdn.who is unwittingly reinforcing behavior
you are seeking.to eliminate.)

8. Continue to measure and record the behavioral dpta so that
accurate evaluation is possible.,

9. Assess progress and amend your strategy as needed. P'enemher

' that, change takes time. Don't set yoUr goals too high at ,

first-21Tiy carTawayrE117 raised.as progress a made. 4

10. If, using positfVe reinforcement, ou may want to fade oat, or
"thin the schedule" to build independence.

JA
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